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Open problems are often caused by misunderstandings that calcified over time. Deconstructive proofs
identify the errors, rebuild the frameworks, and provide insights. Solving each problem provides tools and
confidence for deconstructing the next ones. The Poincaré conjecture proof showed that when you remove
all the variables from a shape, we are left with a point. This gives the working definitions the information
class ’deterministic’ has no variables and the information class ’nondeterministic’ has variables. These are
very clear and separate classes. Neither 1936 cell-based Turing machine nor PSPACE can be deterministic
because they have variable metrics. We rebuild computer science and computational physics based on 1948
continuous Turing machines: the universe is a deterministic superfluid of parallel points and a relational
field of nondeterministic vector machines. Basically, in proving P 6= NP, we defined axioms and qualities for
agent based maths and physics that are shared and progressive.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper deconstructs the open problems P vs NP. This seems like a relatively straight
forward problem in computer science defining complexity of certain problems. We find it is
tricky to prove due to ambiguous language and fuzzy concepts. We clean these up, including the
definition of time, space, and the Turing machine.

A Turing machine is a model computational agent. Information goes in and out and may
be changed in the process. The (Turing, 1936) definition says Turing machines are cell-based,
and information comes in cell sized chunks. The cell size is magically defined, which is an
OK choice for nondeterministic machines but not for deterministic machines. The big moment
during research was finding the unpublished (Turing, 1948) paper via a reference in (Hodge,
2006). Turing defined all machines as inherently continuous here. This definition lets us use
machines as small as a point — exactly the size needed for a deterministic machine (see Figure
1). The method to differentiate a point without variables from anything else with variables was
demonstrated by Perelman in the Poincaré conjecture proof last decade. By equating machine
curves with algebraic curves, we can separate P and NP classes in the same manner.

Figure 1. (1) The classic Turing machine (1936) is discrete. The choice of a cell’s size(s) make it
inherently nondeterministic. (2) The modern Turing machine (1948) is continuous. It is smooth,
variable free, and inherently deterministic. Nondeterministic machines and the entire universe
are built from these. They are points/curves and simply repeat information without choice. (3)
Nondeterministic machines act like vectors at the simplest level. They all progress in Causal
Time at the same rate while traveling through points in spacetime. Here we show dissimilar
vectors dilating each other, contracting into tighter queues, and releasing suppressed vectors
quasi-randomly from their queues as heat.

METHODS AND RESULTS

Claim 0.1 We deconstruct the question P 6= NP vs P = NP.

Why does or does not
nondeterministic polynomial time complexity
equal deterministic polynomial time complexity
given axioms that are assumed to be consistent and complete?

The deconstructive proof analyzes each term and looks for hidden assumptions.
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Claim 0.2 Regular proofs start with axioms and use them to construct a proof. We start with a
tautological proof and deconstruct it to find axioms.

METHODS RESULTS
1. Define key terms. Deterministic, nondeterministic and noise pro-

vide the framework for deconstructing the prob-
lem.

2. Deconstruct time using literature. Time is
the limited resources we are most concerned
about. We freeze this variable so we can ana-
lyze the problem with a single metric.

We show how spacetime can be made out of
machines. 1948 continuous Turing machines
are curves on manifolds, time-like curves, and
rational agents. This lets us interchange com-
puter science, physics, algebraic geometry, and
game theory. We freeze time as Causal Time
and use space as our single metric.

3. Review the Poincairé conjecture proof and
use graphics to communicate its significance
here.

That proof gives us a lower bound — a point
— when other methods could not. The 1948
machine lets us equate many disciplines when
the 1936 machine could not. We show that
there are two definitions of space. One is a
superfluid of many points with no regard to
order. The other is spatialized interconnected
ordered relationships between points.

4. Revisit EPR+Bell with a MECE matrix
comparing classes with Nondeterministic (has
variables) and Deterministic (no variables) ver-
sus Nonlocal and Local. Properly executed
strategic grids provides intuitive and effective
proof by mutual exclusion and proof by collec-
tive exhaustion at the same time.

We refine the definition of local into locale/re-
lational and locational/existing. We show that
the quantum mechanical description of the uni-
verse is not complete.

5. Use game theory with noise to gain insight.
Game theory lets us reason deterministically
by showing that a strategy is the best in all
cases for all players.

In noise, symmetry is arrogant. A bias is cre-
ated between any option, and this allows for
determinacy and arrows in time. Noise bounds
the observation of the bias and rationality. De-
terministic machines are language independent
and conduct noise as if it were highly advanced
information.

6. Analyze vector machines in the context of
Causal Time.

Why does light go c? Because the added
speed − in− time of a massless array is zero,
so the photon attains all its speed from the
vacuum. In (2) we showed spacetime is ma-
chines and machines go P, so light goes the
speed of the processing power of machines, not
the other way. P = c.

7. Dig deeper into the assumptions to find
underlying qualities of the system.

Theories typically say they work assuming they
are consistent and complete. This one says it
works specifically because it is neither. By
using the words shared instead of inconsistent
and progressive instead of incomplete, we can
embrace concepts we were biased against.
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8. Look more at the the concept of efficiency. Nondeterministic systems cannot be efficient,
but they can be hyper-efficient. By using mu-
tual gains, they draft into time faster, giving
them extra time to store and retrieve informa-
tion nonlocally. Deterministic spacetime still
prospers and is perfectly efficient because it is
not envious of nondeterministic structures.

9. Test the theory against common open prob-
lems in computer science and physics

The Church-Turing is fixed, ineffective strate-
gies are suppressed, hyper-efficient strategies
are promoted, ultra-deterministic strategies are
exploited, many-worlds and multiverses are fed-
erated, and magic and miracles are dilated to
an appropriate time. Choices are real and have
costs.

10. Compare the search for efficient comput-
ing with Maxwell’s demon. Observe how the
demon creates heat during each choice in non-
deterministic choices by burning paths to leave
deterministic paths for future machines.

Order matters in 3SAT but not in 2SAT and
XOR. A novel experiment is suggested for
teaching relativistic computer science. Meth-
ods to be more hyper-efficient are suggested.

11. Show the holes in reasoning behind
PSPACE and the use of oracles. Compare de-
terministic invariable vocabulary with relative
and context based grammar.

PSPACE is an oxymoron since deterministic
space is the size of a point, not a polynomial
amount. Oracles breeze through superfluid
spacetime points while nondeterministic struc-
tures burn time and create heat when access-
ing oracles. Deterministic processes are only
efficient because all their choices were external-
ized.

12. Show demons, oracles, and lookup lists
(DOLLs) are the same thing. Using thermody-
namics, connect computer science to biology,
sociology, technology, and chemistry.

Lookup lists reward creativity and observation.
New unique microstates are continually made,
so the universe stays noisy.

13. Use extrapolations to show that alternative
axiomatic systems are frozen. They are incon-
sistent and incomplete without being shared or
progressive. This is useful for noticing patterns
and making predictions, but not for solving real
problems.

The deterministic answers many systems give
(like Peano, ZF, ZFC, HoTT) are possible by
the externalization of noise. They give solip-
sistic answers. Proofs are proved externally.

14. We give a working proof of why P 6= NP. Axioms of choice+determination+noise fix
many problems frozen systems introduce.

15. Reveal open problems caused by the work-
ing proof.

This model proves results that have not been
accepted yet: Planck’s constant only applies to
electrons, and the other leptons have different
constants (Read: we thought some stuff was
the smallest but this says there is no smallest
stuff and that is a problem because it is not
accepted or proven). The next chapter will
deconstruct physics with computer science, fix
this proof, and provide new proofs.
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Claim 0.3 Our deconstructive proof uses nonstandard arguments, so we define them here.

Assumption In a classic proof, we start with axioms and prior proofs and
build new proofs. Deconstructive proofs strive to take nothing
for granted. Assumptions highlight relevant literature without
assigning truth. In a deconstructive proof, literature can lead to
inspiration if it sparks a creative idea even if the original ideas
prove wrong or the work is misunderstood.

Axiom Universal and primary truth that validates or invalidates our
assumptions.

Claim Meta-assumptions used to structure the paper.
Definition Assumption that is internally complete and consistent (which is

special in this shared and progressive environment).
Extrapolation Logical conclusion derived from assumptions aligned with given

definitions.
Note Nonessential clarification used to show what assumptions readers

should not make in response to other assumptions.
Open Issue Deconstructive proofs require cross-solving. Some parts of this

proof are beyond the scope of the current chapter. These are
explained in future chapters.

Problem Certain assumptions lose value when the assumptions they are
based on are questioned. We highlight areas we need to further
deconstruct.

Proof Given our axioms and definitions, we have solid validation or
invalidation of a claim.
When a term or concept matches one of our definitions we make
note of their demonstrated equality. This is useful here for dividing
ideas into exclusive complexity classes.

PROOF AND DISCUSSION

1 CORE DEFINITIONS

Definition 1.1 (Deterministic) Deterministic has no variables.

Deterministic is variable free. This definition can be for deterministic questions, answers,
algorithms, and machines. In all cases, the same input will give the same output.

Definition 1.2 (Nondeterministic) Nondeterministic has at least one variable.

Nondeterministic can take equivalent input and give nonequivalent output. This definition does
not define if the process is random, pseudo-random, or quasi-random, but extrapolations through
the paper show it is quasi-random when we define noise and deterministic the way we do. This
definition can be for nondeterministic questions, answers, algorithms, and machines.

Definition 1.3 (Noise) Noise is more information than signal.

Note In this first public draft, it may not be clear that all polynomials are nondeterministic
because the metric must be defined through choices and relationships, and all points are
deterministic. This goes against many accepted concepts. Despite being called deterministic
or constant, the 1936 cell-based deterministic Turing machine, deterministic polynomial space
(PSPACE), and Planck’s constant are all nondeterministic when deconstructed. Please suspend
judgment on these for a little bit because it is very important for our understanding of computer
science, math, physics, and everything those disciplines touch.
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2 SPACETIME IS MACHINES

Assumption 2.1 ‘Time’ is shorthand for ‘spacetime’.

Recall that the theories of relativity put time as a dimension equivalent to space, jointly called
‘spacetime’.

2.2 Relativity is nondeterministic.

In relative spacetime, the perception of the passage of time depends on the frame of reference.
This has variables and is nondeterministic by definition.

Problem 2.3 Spacetime is relative.

Problem 2.4 Relative proofs are nondeterministic.

How can we study deterministic systems with a nondeterministic framework? Nondeterministic
frameworks give nondeterministic answers. We need to start freezing variables to solve the open
problems.

Assumption 2.5 Clocks are odometers in time.

Time has many definitions. We’ll use a Causal Time, so the progression of time is invariable
throughout space. Clocks measure a system’s speed− in−time. See (Dowker, 2014) for a historical
review. This does not invalidate relativity, but to solve our open problems we need to switch to
a Causal Time perspective.

2.6 Causal Time is deterministic.

Causal Time progresses the same amount of time for every point. All the variables are externalized
into space. Causal Time has no variables so it is deterministic by definition.

Note Causal Time and deterministic are different than determinacy. Determinacy means no
choice. Deterministic means no variables. Subtle but critical difference.

Assumption 2.7 The universe is made of time-like curves.

In (some) causal time theories, spacetime is made of time-like curves. Early inspiration include
(Kronheimer, 1967), (Hawking et al., 1976), and (Malament, 1977).

Assumption 2.8 All Turing machines are continuous until defined to be discrete.

According to (Turing, 1948), some machines are discrete, but all machines are continuous.

“We may call a machine ‘discrete’ when it is natural to describe it is possible states
as a discrete set, the motion of the machine occurring by jumping from one state to
another. The states of ‘continuous’ machinery on the other hand form a continuous
manifold, and the behaviour of the machine is described by a curve on this manifold.
All machinery can be regarded as continuous, but when it is possible to regard it as
discrete it is usually best to do so.”

Note This is different from the (Turing, 1936) definition of a Turing machine that is still used
today, including by (Cook, 2001).

Extrapolation 2.9 Time-like curves and continuous machines are the same thing.

We are going to take a leap together here and say that time-like curves and continuous machines
are the same thing. This has been set up at least in (Borodin, 1977) and its references (Pratt
and Stockmeyer, 1976).
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Assumption 2.10 Parallel time is polynomial time.

(Borodin, 1977) and references show how parallel time is the same as polynomial time.

Extrapolation 2.11 Time on parallel machines is parallel time.

Continuous machines that exist together at the same time, from the perspective of Causal Time,
run in parallel time.

Extrapolation 2.12 Spacetime is machines.

Given the assumptions that spacetime can be time-like curves and Turing machines can be
continuous curves, and these can all run parallel, we extend the concept of ‘Relating Time and
Space to Size and Depth’ (Borodin, 1977) absolutely. This also fits the idea of machines as tape
(see Arora and Barak (2007)).

Note Saying ‘the universe is machines’ is explicitly different than the existential fear that we
live inside a machine. The machines are the elements of reality, and they live inside and around
us.

Extrapolation 2.13 Computer science is a multidisciplinary problem solver.

The Turing machine is the principle agent in much of game theory. Because the universe is made
of machines, we can use advances made with game theory to properly study physics. We can also
use physics and computer science to study each other as they are directly related now. Finally,
the realization of continuous machines as points and curves lets us use computer science, game
theory, physics, and theoretical math like algebraic geometry to study each other. This connects
many open problems under the computer science (information theory) discipline.

3 HIDDEN LOCAL INVARIABLES

Assumption 3.1 Heat is externalized variables.

Recall Landauer’s principle where deleting information creates heat (Landauer, 1967). Holistically,
the information is still accounted for, but it is lost beyond a threshold where there is more
information than signal (behind the noise wall).

Figure 2. (1) Complex structure have many variables and the order matters. It is made from
the relationships between vectors. It has variables so it is nondeterministic. (2) Ricci flow,
surgery, and minimal surfacing, externalize variables as heat. (3) After all variables are released
we are left with a point. The point retains curvature, location, and existence.

Assumption 3.2 Externalizing variables leaves a point.
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Recall the Perelman proof for the Poincaré conjecture (Perelman, 2006). By applying Ricci flow,
surgery, and the concept of minimal surfaces to a manifold, we are left with a point.

Extrapolation 3.3 Landauer’s principle and the Perelman proof connect geometry, information,
and spacetime.

Externalizing heat with Ricci flow is the same as ‘deleting’ information and releasing heat until
there is nothing left to delete; we are left with a point at true zero temperature (see Figure 2).

3.4 Points are deterministic.

Since all variables have been removed from a point, by definition, they are deterministic.

Assumption 3.5 Points retain curvature.

The points in the Perelman proof retain curvature. Shapes have variable curvature and size
information until they are a point. As variables are shed the area of a manifold gets increasingly
regular. By using minimal surfaces the area collapses to deterministic curvature in finite time.
The minimal surface retains curvature.

Open Issue 3.6 This foreshadows problems with the concept of a ‘straight line,’ including the
number line. This will be fleshed out in later chapters.

Extrapolation 3.7 Deterministic machines are point sized.

In Section 2, continuous machines are curves on manifolds. Here in Section 3, points can be
curves on manifolds. By combining these assumptions, removing the variables from a machine
makes it a deterministic point.

3.8 Deterministic machines are point sized.

Anything bigger in time or space has variables and is nondeterministic by definition.

3.9 P/Poly, polynomial space, and polynomial time are all nondeterministic.

Deterministic machines cannot run in polynomial, or P/Poly alone. They are nondeterministic
despite being made of deterministic components.

A critical detail is that a point in time is a moment, so polynomial time still needs multiple
deterministic machines over many moments and cannot be done with one deterministic machine
alone.

Extrapolation 3.10 A point is the lowest bound.

The lowest bound on computation is a deterministic point. We find this without the need for a
natural proof. The catch is that machines larger than a point have at least one variable — as
they have more than one point — so they become nondeterministic and subject to noise and
relativity.

3.11 The lowest bound is deterministic.
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4 SPACE: LOCATION VS RELATION

Assumption 4.1 (No hidden local variables) Variables cannot be local.

A machine based spacetime lets us apply physics results to machines.
Relativity and quantum theories cannot be united because of a disagreement about locality

and determinism. Relativity is local and deterministic. Einstein said reality can be only nonlocal
and deterministic if we accept telepathy or reject “independent real situations” (from Einstein’s
autobiography, quoted in (Maudlin, 2014). (Einstein et al., 1935), also known as EPR, stated
quantum theories are not complete and that elements of reality — often called hidden variables
— are needed to fix the theoretical hole.

But quantum experiments showed evidence of nonlocal entanglement and probabilistic
variables. Entangled particles move along curved probability spreads, not sharp probability lines
like local hidden local variable theories predict. (Bell, 1966) refuted the EPR paper and showed
why we can only use nonlocal variables. Experiments have backed up the theory.

Extrapolation 4.2 Nonlocal is nondeterministic.

The physics can be related to math now. The Perelman proof shows that information has
variables if it is not a point.

Problem 4.3 ‘Local’ is not sufficiently defined.

Extrapolation 4.4 Variable information is locale.

In computer science, a local variable is about relationships as opposed to a global variable
which defines locations. But in physics, nonlocal information is about relationships instead.
These are equal terms. We must use a third term to define two opposite words that mean the
same thing, so we will call relational information ‘locale’. ‘In the field’ also means locale and
relational.

4.5 Locale/relational information is nondeterministic.

Extrapolation 4.6 Point location has no variables.

If the computer science equivalent of local information is nonlocal physical information, what is
the computer science equivalent of global information? The location of something in space and
time is a unique and invariable identity. It is universally exclusive, so it is global information.
Each point is a point of information.

It is not possible to get any useful information when a point is by itself, because the information
relating the points is distributed in the field. But a point in space alone shows existence, and
everything else is externalized. So local information only shows physical existence, which is a
critical piece of any real theory. We will call this information ‘locational’.

4.7 Locational information is deterministic.

Our definition of deterministic is ‘no variables’. We refine deterministic to work with EPR+Bell.
Deterministic describes where something is, it does not prescribe where it will go. Deterministic
and determinacy are different concepts here.

Extrapolation 4.8 Nonlocal variables and local invariables are compatible.

By defining local as a physical location we gain insight to why we cannot have hidden local
variables: locational information is a point and the variables have been externalized. Logically,
we can have a system with points and have relationships without conflict. This is summarized in
Table 1.

Open Issue 4.9 This unifies relativity and quantum theories.
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Nondeterministic/Variable Deterministic/Invariable
Local No: Local hidden variables fail

EPR+Bell. Post Ricci flow def-
inition of a point has no room for
variables.

Yes: Invariable points/curves, de-
terministic machines.

Nonlocal Yes: Many variables, relational in-
formation, nondeterministic vec-
tor machines.

No. Deterministic points are
solipsistic and cannot be nonlocal
space. Space and time are quasi-
random and cannot be determin-
istic. No consensus (FLP impos-
sibility proof). No PSPACE.

Table 1. The language on page 24 in (Maudlin, 2014) page 24) helped make it clear that
ERP+Bell was missing something. Determinism and locality were both looked at from an
absolute global perspective, not a point based perspective. Nondeterministic structures like
quantum particles are still nonlocal information built from relationships, but determinism is OK
at the locational point.

The next few sections will help give the foundations for a unified theory from a computer science
perspective. It might seem beyond the scope for the P vs NP question, but it is better to
introduce the why the universe functions now and then describe how it works in future chapters.
This will cross prove many open problems.

Problem 4.10 We need to understand why we cannot have deterministic nonlocal/relational
information. We need to know more about relationships and games.

4.11 Deterministic is ignorant.

Variable knowledge must be stored nonlocally. When all variables are externalized, we are left
with only one local invariable with zero knowledge of the outside.

4.12 Deterministic is solipsistic.

We can have multiple local deterministic machines, but we can never prove more than one at a
time without making bolder assumptions. A deterministic machine cannot prove anything else
exists, nor can it remember if it did. This is the solipsism of deterministic machines.

4.13 Deterministic information is data.

Locational information is more accurately locational data since it is not in formation nor informing.
Relational information is both in formation and informing. We will continue using the term
information for deterministic data because it keep things easy for nonlinear readers.

Extrapolation 4.14 Order does not matter in a locational point.

This might be confusing for a second. We’re defining locational in the sense that is not where
something is compared to other things. Location says that a given point has a location in space
and time; the point exists; the point is deterministic and real.

4.15 In deterministic systems, order does not matter.

For a point there is nothing to order, but many frozen theoretical zones share the characteristics
of being deterministic (1+2 = 3 not 1+2 ≡ 3) and order does not matter (2+1 = 3, 3−1 = 2).
We will discuss this more in section 13.

4.16 Order matters in a nondeterministic/relational systems.
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Relational information changes over time and from different perspectives. It is the context
sensitive grammar. The position of a point compared to other points is relational and thus
nondeterministic. It is important to remember that nondeterministic does not mean nonsense;
sense is just bounded by perspective and noise.

Locational points are the universal vocabulary.

5 ARROWS OF TIME; VECTORS OF SPACETIME

Assumption 5.1 The best strategy in zero-sum games like Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma is
tit-for-tat.

Game theory shows why rational actors cooperate even if it seems like they can do better by
defecting. In the zero-sum reciprocal game Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma, the best strategy is tit-
for-tat, echoing the last move of other players to steer their choices to a cooperative relationship
while mitigating loss. Clever and complex strategies fail as their defects are countered with
echoes.

5.2 Tit-for-tat is deterministic.

Tit-for-tat does not have variables, it just repeats the last play. This is intrinsically a deterministic
strategy. That means the machines using it must be point sized. If they were bigger they would
have noise in their signal.

Extrapolation 5.3 Repeating information is does not take work.

It takes no work for a deterministic machine to repeat information. The destination for the
information takes work though. The destination choices are relational, so the work is externalized
into the field.

Assumption 5.4 The best strategy in noise is contrite tit-for-tat.

(Wu and Axelrod, 1995) noted how tit-for-tat is less effective in noisy environments; mistaken
signals continue to echo. Strategies excel when they can anticipate noise and selectively ignore
signals to show generosity and forgiveness, like contrite tit-for-tat (CTFT). CTFT dominates
ecological simulation tournaments. The representation of strategies is determined by the score of
the prior generation. CTFT became the leader in 1000 generations and represented 97 percent
of successful strategies by generation 2000.

Extrapolation 5.5 Bad strategies are suppressed.

In ecological games, machines using bad strategies lose causal influence on participants. We
equate suppression spatially as bad strategies condense tightly into areas. Technically, the total
probabilities do not change because the influence of dense areas becomes more rare but more
powerful (high kurtosis). Even if the probability of influences stays the same, in nondeterministic
systems order matters, so the influence of suppression on causality is real.

Problem 5.6 How does a deterministic machine show generosity or forgiveness without saving
information?

Assumption 5.7 Determinacy shows what is best.

When there are different options there is a method to know which one is the best for a given
value. This is generally assumed to be an oracle or lookup list. This action has an unbounded
wait.

Extrapolation 5.8 Determinacy is nondeterministic.

The information relationships is stored in the field. Additionally, an unbounded wait is a variable.
Deterministic machines are local and points.
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Extrapolation 5.9 No deterministic symmetry.

Symmetry means two sets are balanced or equal on opposite sides of a given element. Different
locations mean different deterministic information.

Deterministic means that otherwise equivalent options are not equal, (≡6==).

Assumption 5.10 Choices are made from equivalent options.

Given any number of equivalent (but not necessarily equal) options, a nondeterministic machine
can choose one option without needing to know which is the best. Nondeterministic machines
make choices.

5.11 Choices are nondeterministic.

Extrapolation 5.12 Noise need choices.

We cannot have noise without choice somewhere. First, the distribution of information should
have been arbitrary at one point in time. But take, for instance, that all the information was
supplied nonarbitrarily in the best possible places by determination — this needs to be done at
an arbitrary time unless ‘the beginning’ is also defined as the best time. What are the criteria
these are judged on, and what criteria are the criteria judged on? Going back far enough we find
an arbitrary choice somewhere. (We will rule out ultra-determinism in Extrapolation 9.12.)

Extrapolation 5.13 Choices need determination.

Meanwhile, to make a choice requires a point in time and space where the choice occurs and
that real change in relationships happens. This also affects the order, and while that order is
defined nondeterministically, it is determined to have happened and to have consequences.

Assumption 5.14 Choices create determinations.

Once an arbitrary choice is made the information changes and those options are no longer
arbitrary as it is differentiated as chosen while others are not. This makes determinacy possible.
The distinction is smooth (the size of a point). This differentiating point is technically an
ultrafilter in the history cones and future option clouds. These points are deterministic.

Extrapolation 5.15 Determination allows nondeterministic machines to selectively weigh
nearby information.

This allows for space and time to exist out of otherwise unordered noise.

Extrapolation 5.16 No nondeterministic symmetry.

The use of arbitrary choice should imply there is symmetry; however, any apparent symmetry
is ignored in the process of making a choice. The system is a rich medium and is asymmetric
immediately before and after an arbitrary choice. Between is the deterministic point, which
cannot care about relations.

5.17 Symmetry is arrogant.

Symmetry apparent in deterministic and nondeterministic systems is equivalent information not
equal information, so symmetry is rough.

Extrapolation 5.18 History and the future are asymmetric.

We ignore kurtosis (the weight of uncommon events), uncertainty, and ignorance when attempting
to balance the probability of events based on what we observe. It is possible for a universe to come
from noise and low apparent structure and go towards more complex structures progressively.
Complex structures prevent the system from becoming certain or symmetric, and claiming to
know deterministically what will happen in the future is the height of arrogance. Everything can
be noise but the order matters in nondeterministic systems.
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Extrapolation 5.19 Asymmetry creates action.

Externally, from a nondeterministic perspective, machines appear to move in space. There is no
symmetry and no perfect resting spot, so the machines continue to process information. From a
deterministic perspective, information moves through the point. Machines are arrows of time
deterministically — or vectors of spacetime nondeterministically.

Extrapolation 5.20 There is no reason to play against the same player in ecological games.

• It is expensive to keep track of who an agent played against most recently for a nondeter-
ministic agent. It takes time and makes heat to access locale information.

• There is no incentive to play against the same player every time. While it is cheap to
remember a binary detail like if they played against a player, it gets prohibitively expensive
to remember exact details.

• There are gains from playing new players each times. Remembering who agents played
against is affordable when the work is distributed, but the information is only distributed
if the agents play against different players.

Extrapolation 5.21 Efficient strategies; transparent machines.

It is impossible to keep track of who an agent played against most recently for a deterministic
agent. Relational information is stored nonlocally. Deterministic agents are just tit-for-tat
and repeat what they say. The information the machines receive and the destination of the
information is decided nonlocally. In true ecological games, players play among each other and
the outcome of the tit-for-tat strategy does not go directly to the player who gave the message.
Instead, the deterministic machine is a transparent superfluid point that curves the information
through it.

Extrapolation 5.22 Conducting is not computing.

This is anticlimatic: deterministic machines do not compute, they conduct. The processing of
order is done externally, and not efficiently, by nondeterminstic/relational processes.

Assumption 5.23 Machines as tape.

An advanced model of Turing machines is to use other machines as tape (Arora and Barak,
2007).

5.24 Deterministic is transparent.

We may continue to take that spacetime is a superfluid of deterministic machines using deter-
ministic machines as tape. We may also divorce ourselves from the 1936 deterministic machine
and take that deterministic machines have no tape. They are smooth, transparent, superfluid of
location and existence information.

Assumption 5.25 (Clarke’s third law) Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguished
from magic. (Clarke, 1973)

Extrapolation 5.26 Deterministic machines do not care about the difference between noise,
defects, signals, and advance machines.

The deterministic machines must faithfully reproduce information. Informed by Clarke’s third
law, there is no way nor need that a deterministic machine tell the difference between advanced
structures and noise. Additionally, advanced structures know more, so seemingly random
information and choices could be advanced choices used to break out of routines. The points
must conduct information regardless of type.

5.27 Deterministic machines do not make actions so they cannot make mistakes.
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Nondeterministic are not certain of their position so they can adopt a shaky hand equilibrium
at their lowest point by playing CTFT and floating a minimal variable to know if they make a
mistake or not, figuratively. Deterministic machines cannot make mistakes because they are not
taking actions (no choices). They just determine existence, location, and passively conducting
information.

Assumption 5.28 Turing machines are formally defined as 7-tuples.

A Turing machine has been said to have 7 different parts: the set of states (Q), set of symbols
(Γ), blank symbol (b), transition function (δ ), initial state (q0), and final state (F). (Hopcroft
and Ullman, 1979)

Extrapolation 5.29 Deterministic machines are a unique state.

Once we externalize the variables to get a deterministic machine, we have a single state, an
open set of symbols, no meaning for a blank symbol, and no differentiation between the initial,
current, and final state. We are left with a state Q and a function δ . The function is conducting
information like tit-for-tat. Each state corresponds to a location. Any number of machines with
the same state are formally the same machine, so every state is unique.

Extrapolation 5.30 Change is constant.

The amount of change (δ ) is constant for all deterministic machines. They process a point of
spacetime at every point in time.

5.31 Deterministic machines are Qδ .

Q is a unique state and, fittingly for a noise theory, the only constant is δ (change).

6 VECTOR MACHINES

Assumption 6.1 A vector is a quantity with direction and magnitude.

Problem 6.2 If the magnitude is zero, this is still a quantity.

The zero magnitude is relational to other elements in the system, so it is not the same as true
zero. ~0 6= 0.

Assumption 6.3 Vector is a quantity with more than one element.

This definition from (Allain, 2007) fixes the zero vector problem.

6.4 Elements are variables.

For clarification, the words are interchangeable. This means nondeterministic machines have
more than one ‘element’ which makes them vectors.

6.5 A vector is nondeterministic.

Assumption 6.6 Vectors are machines.

This definition allows complex vectors, which are important in noise because the nondeterministic
complexity is unmeasurable. Because deterministic machines are ‘elements of reality’, we can see
how they are the basic elements of any nondeterministic machine.

Assumption 6.7 Nondeterministic machines are vector machines.

We are not strictly using cells like 1936 Turing machines, even for nondeterministic machines.
Instead we will use a variation on vector machines. Originally introduced in (Pratt et al., 1974),
vector machines were a way of spatializing information processing. As (Pratt and Stockmeyer,
1976) noted, they have “as much power as space”.
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Assumption 6.8 Canonical vector machines.

(Iwama and Iwamoto, 1988) used the commands repeat, fold, contract, and stretch to describe
the operations of vector machines. This is still burdened by the 1936 cell-based model of Turing
machines.

Extrapolation 6.9 Modern vector machines are continuous.

Vectors machines are relational/nondeterministic flows of density of continuous spacetime. To
generalize this, we change the operations to speed − in− time, speed − in− space, suppress, and
release. Speed is the magnitude, and time or space is the direction. Suppress and release are
relative causal influence recorded in the field in the true ecological game. Note that has been
spatialized in this model, and speed − in− time is movement in Causal Time. All relative time
has been spatialized in this model. Speed − in− space is movement in spacetime once all the
time information is spatialized.

Problem 6.10 How do deterministic machines go speed P?

Deterministic machines cannot keep track of time internally because that requires variables.
Time information is completely distributed in the environment. This calls to mind a question:
why do all deterministic machines go the same speed?

Extrapolation 6.11 Deterministic machines are waitless.

The answer is deterministic machines do not go any speed, they only express existence, location,
and change.

Even if they did ‘go a speed’, we cannot differentiate between speed and density; a machine
going faster in time and slower in space looks and functions the same as a dense array of machines.
This is useful for showing how vector machines work.

Extrapolation 6.12 No boundaries.

The universe is all deterministic points and nondeterministic vectors. All membranes and borders
are permeable and no systems are truly closed. Given enough time, vectors can go through any
boundary.

Extrapolation 6.13 The amount of spacetime a vector spends traveling is measured by the
amount of points crossed.

• Vectors passing through time are still just passing through points, but they look slower in
space relative to other vectors progressing another direction.

• Vector speed is regulated so that all vectors move the same amount of points as others in
the same amount of Causal Time.

– Faster machines travel further which means they encounter more density so they
becomes slower, evening out.

– Slower machines avoid encountering extra density that would otherwise interfere with
other machines so they appear to go faster in the opposing direction, which makes
slow machines faster by relation as well, evening out.

• The futility of counting relieves vector machines from needing to store time information.
They rely on relational information in the field to provide time details. In other words,
they eat when they are fed (as they encounter other points), not at a fine-tuned rate, so
Causal Time is regular and continuous but not quantized.

Extrapolation 6.14 Vectors have direction.
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Despite going the same average speed, the possible variations in nondeterministic systems make
the field rich and noisy. Nevertheless, processing faster or slower gives no benefit, and defects
are suppressed. The attractor for work a vector machine needs to do is zero. But the universe is
asymmetric so this is ~0 not 0. Vectors move toward a natural density aesthetic ideal that always
moves. Vectors freefall toward the future.

6.15 Speed in spacetime is deterministic.

Deterministic machines are waitless. Information passes through each point in parallel, simulta-
neously, and efficiently.

6.16 Speed − in− time and speed − in− space are nondeterministic.

Nondeterministic machines are able to wait. The movement in time or space depends on the
relation between movers.

Extrapolation 6.17 Similarity increases vector’s speed in the shared direction.

Vectors are nondeterministic and not efficient, so their causal influence is suppressed if they work
alone.

If vectors are going relatively the same way, they distribute the suppression, allowing them
to effectively have a faster speed − in− time together than alone. This is vector drafting.

Extrapolation 6.18 Dissimilarity increases speed − in− time.

Vectors encountering vectors going dissimilar spatial directions incidentally are going the same
temporal direction. They lower each other’s temporal drag, helping each other draft faster into
time. Dissimilar vectors increase each other’s speed − in− time. Vectors passing through areas
with higher spatial dissimilarity spend more time going toward the future.

Extrapolation 6.19 Dissimilarity dilates.

Vectors go through a higher volume of points the more dissimilar they are to vectors they
encounter. We capture this notion by saying ‘dissimilarity dilates’ for several reasons.

• As vectors enter denser areas, they become suppressed in queues. While the age/queue
order is preserved, the information is variable so it must be stored as relational information
in the field.

• The vectors appear to get smaller like they are heading into the distance while they are
going into compressed queues.

• Relational information that binds the vector is diluted in the dissimilarity.

• The causal influence of dissimilar vectors diminishes as they are suppressed (contracted).
Technically their influence is the same as normal, but they spend that influence traversing
the density in the queue, suppressing other vectors there, and decreasing potential influence
in more complex areas.

• Other vectors are released from their queues as heat to make up for the variables suppressed
as it gets smaller. See Figure 1.

Extrapolation 6.20 Dissimilarity creates mass.

• Vectors derive their speed − in− time from the dissimilarity.

• Dissimilarity forms pressure waves in the relational continuum.

• Sustainable flows of pressure waves of the relational continuum create structures.
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• The massive structures thus derive speed− in− time from their composite dissimilar vectors
as well as their joint dissimilarity to other vectors in the field including from other structures.

• Many of these stable structures are common, and we can partially isolate and calculate
their internal added speed − in− time as rest mass.

• The more a massive structure accelerates (or decelerates) in space, the more dissimilarity
it encounters, and this results in the suppression of more vectors and the release of others
in the form of more heat.

• Robust structures become sustainable flows in new environments. Their vectors are still
relatively stable to the new system, but they have inertia compared to other systems.

• Changing to a new system entails choices and makes heat.

Extrapolation 6.21 Cascades of dissimilarity create charge.

Cascades into and out of suppression form part of the mechanics for the quantum charges. The
interplay between the suppressing areas and releasing areas moderates the density of information
between them; this keeps noise low enough for signals to be transmitted across more spacetime.

Open Issue 6.22 We will define all quantum interactions via vectors and computer science in
the chapter 2. This will be the post-lepton universality standard model (PLUS model).

Extrapolation 6.23 Suppression creates an informational shadow.

• As the suppressed vectors’ influences diminish, other suppressed vectors are released from
their queues faster.

• The absence of pressure can create unexpected releases far away.

• The different vectors are released like heat — not necessarily in the same direction the
vector that was suppressed was going against.

• Statistically the angles add up over time, but in our nondeterministic universe, the order
matters.

Extrapolation 6.24 Informational shadows create complexity.

This is one of the main contributors to the universe’s complexity. Vector interactions become
literally complex, like with the math term i, as linear motion gets turned into a different angular
motion. While the queues of spacetime are quasi-predictable, massive structures create a greater
quasi-random effect. The literal complexity of the information systems increases from solipsistic
curves to signals in a big relational game.

Extrapolation 6.25 Complexity is the measure of order in a system.

Nondeterministic means the system has variables and order matters. Complexity measures how
much that order matters. Like all metrics, this is relative.

Extrapolation 6.26 Massless arrays have zero additional speed − in− time.

• Vectors running in dissimilar directions have additional speed − in− time as shown above.

• Parallel vectors have zero dissimilarity. We will call vectors parallel with each other arrays.

• Arrays have zero dissimilarity. Thus, arrays have zero additional speed − in− time; they
are massless.

• Photons are arrays of vectors released from the same event; they have no internal dissimi-
larity, are massless, and their additional speed − in− time = zero.
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• Massless arrays, such as photons, derive all their speed − in− time from dissimilarity to the
field as they move through it (and other structures as they are part of the field).

• The speed is relative to the field, as the speed of light is constant in a vacuum. Additional
speed − in− time is 0, but total speed − in− time is ~0

6.27 Parallel vectors (arrays) have no dissimilarity, are massless, and are deterministic.

6.28 Photons are deterministic.

6.29 Photon’s destination is nondeterministic.

The information is relational and chosen by the field. All heat from photons is externalized.

Extrapolation 6.30 Massless arrays have zero additional speed − in− space.

• Technically, the massless arrays stay still in their frame-of-reference as origin of the signal
dilates into the future, leaving them behind. Spacetime passes through and around
deterministic arrays.

• The massless array progresses in time as it falls away from the origin according to the
dissimilarity it encounters in the field. This is normal physics stuff, but it is easy to
misunderstand and think that a photon does not move in time. It does — just not
additional speed − in− time from its own structure.

• Massless arrays, including photons, have zero additional speed − in− time as well. Their
spatial motion is perceived from temporal distancing from their massive origins. The
nondeterministic field is doing all the work and choices.

Extrapolation 6.31 The speed of the vacuum is the speed of computation.

Now when we say c is the speed of light in a vacuum, we know the speed of light is zero, so we
are revealing a property of the vacuum.

• We showed that the vacuum is made of deterministic machines.

• Deterministic machines run at a constant δ .

• A field of deterministic machines moves at P. (parallel/polynomial, but incidentally also
P/POLY ).

• A photon moves through spacetime the speed of nondeterministic deterministic machines.

• Photons move at ~0.

• This ~0 is the constant δ and added speed − in− time 0.

• A point or array in a parallel field moves the speed of the field: δ +0 = P

• P → c. The speed of light in a vacuum c is the computational speed of the vacuum P.

• All information in the universe is also limited by the speed of the machine universe.

6.32 P = c

Extrapolation 6.33 P = c flips common wisdom.

Authors in the computational complexity field confronted the speed of light as a law of physics
instead of a strategy of computation.

(Turing, 1948) acknowledged the limitations of computing. The concepts about electronics
were ahead of the time, but they seem quaint to contemporary understanding.
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“More practical bounds are assuming that a light wave must travel at least 1cm
between steps (this would be a very small machine) and that we could not wait more
that 100 years for an answer.”

(Gandy (1980) via wikipedia) limitations were also based on the electron metric and older notions
of the Turing machine.

“An attempt to understand the notion of ‘effective computability’ better led Robin
Gandy (Turing’s student and friend) in 1980 to analyze machine computation (as
opposed to human-computation acted out by a Turing machine). Gandy’s curiosity
about, and analysis of, ‘cellular automata’, ‘Conway’s game of life’, ‘parallelism’ and
‘crystalline automata’ led him to propose four ‘principles (or constraints)... which
it is argued, any machine must satisfy.’ His most-important fourth, ‘the principle
of causality’ is based on the ‘finite velocity of propagation of effects and signals;
contemporary physics rejects the possibility of instantaneous action at a distance.’
From these principles and some additional constraints—(1a) a lower bound on the
linear dimensions of any of the parts, (1b) an upper bound on speed of propagation
(the velocity of light), (2) discrete progress of the machine, and (3) deterministic
behavior –— he produces a theorem that ‘What can be calculated by a device
satisfying principles I–IV is computable.”

(Aaronson, 2005) teases the borders of physics and computational complexity.

“Many of the deepest principles in physics are impossibility statements: for exam-
ple, no superluminal signaling and no perpetual motion machines. What intrigues
me is that there is a two-way relationship between these principles and proposed
counterexamples to them. On the one hand, every time a proposed counterexample
fails, it increases our confidence that the principles are really correct, especially if the
counterexamples almost work but not quite.”

Extrapolation 6.34 P = c restores common sense.

A machine based universe gives us deterministic answers to our deep curiosities. Arbitrary values
based on observation are important, but they lack an intuitive attraction.

7 SHARED AND PROGRESSIVE

Problem 7.1 Working together is too difficult without central control or universal physical laws
because of the tragedy of the commons.

If the universe is rational machines then shared resources like spacetime complexity should be
exhausted by over-fishing because agents should maximize their utility.

Assumption 7.2 (Ostrom’s Law) “A resource management system that works in practice
works in theory.”

Ostrom’s work with shared resources management refuted the tragedy of the commons fallacy.
Research showed that rules and norms emerge within real fishing communities without central
control. See (Fennell, 2011) for more information.

Assumption 7.3 Consensus is impossible.

The metaphor of generals planning an attack while the signal may be intercepted sufficiently
conveys the issue of variables in relational/nonlocal information. (Fischer et al., 1985), or FLP,
proved that it was impossible to have perfect coordination (reach consensus) in bounded time
for the worst case.

Extrapolation 7.4 No equilibrium.
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Relational equilibrium can be either (1) consensus of a particular concept of equality or (2)
a momentary balance of different concepts. Consensus is impossible, so equality is (2) bal-
ance. When an environment approaches equilibrium, signals transfer better so subtle/or and
distant asymmetry affects the balance more. Pressure between concepts build as equilibrium is
approached, so these microsignals have a greater effect. The universe stays dynamic.

7.5 Consensus is nondeterministic.

7.6 No nonlocal invariables.

We put the FLP impossibility proof in Table 1 to help show there is no nonlocal deterministic
information.

7.7 Utility is nondeterministic.

Extrapolation 7.8 Mutual gains.

There is no consensus on what should be maximized. This lets different systems trade information
to maximize each concept of utility without being zero-sum.

Extrapolation 7.9 Rationality is bounded by noise.

A nondeterministic choice between otherwise equivalent options is bounded by noise; there is too
much information to make a determination in a finite but non-point amount of time.

Extrapolation 7.10 Vectors are quasi-random.

• No vector can (inexpensively) control or predict which other vectors will be released from
their queue.

• Queues are quasi-random. Vectors make nondeterministic arbitrary choices for where to go
but their options are deterministically bounded by the locations available.

• The quasi-random nature of the released vectors is experienced as heat.

Extrapolation 7.11 Vectors are tolerant and robust.

• The total angles of a system still add up to the same amount during this process, creating
unitarity. Very dissimilar vectors that emerge are quickly suppressed again, allowing more
suitable vectors to be released. On a macro-physics scale (quantum and more complex),
probabilistic curves emerge, validating Bell’s prediction.

• Ben-Or (1983) showed probabilistic solutions ensure an asynchronous consensus protocol
that tolerates errors, failures, and diversity.

• Thus, vector based systems are tolerant and robust.

7.12 Deterministic is progressive.

A point does not stop. It exists and is continuous. This is progressive in one sense.

7.13 Nondetermistic is progressive.

A vector cannot stop. It must continually move or be moved. Even a zero vector moves relative
to something else. This is progressive in the another sense.

Note The system progressively improves.

The third sense of progressive will be discussed in Sections 8 and 12.

Extrapolation 7.14 Cooperation in progressive systems is ideal.
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Both deterministic and nondeterministic systems agree that the universe will continue, making
any investment in suppressing defects payoff over time. Even if the nondeterministic system is
just pushing the defects around, order matters. Order and the future emerge from the middle of
time and space, not from the end of some imaginary timeline.

Extrapolation 7.15 (By induction.) The universe is shared and progressive.

Deterministic machines are only sure of themselves, and nondeterministic machines are only as
sure as their observation and inductive skills can assist them. Following Ostrom’s law, we find
with induction (thus nondeterministically) that the parallel machine system is shared. There
are many machines working together, and they keep working together. Defectors are suppressed
according to their level of defection. This system refines itself over time; it continues and gets
better at continuing.

Extrapolation 7.16 (By strategy.) The universe is shared and progressive.

While it is impossible to determine what the universe truly is (due to the solipsism of deterministic
machines), we can determine what strategy it assumes itself is, and we can operate accordingly.
To show this deterministically, we break down both cases and possible strategies.

Extrapolation 7.17 Systems act like the universe is shared and progressive if that is what is
anticipated.

Deterministic points cannot prove any other point exists, but they still act like tit-for-tat
and transmit information clearly. Vectors act cooperatively yet vigilantly (CTFT) to create a
functional coordination field. The harsh alternative to a shared and progressive universe is a
solipsistic and doomed one.

Extrapolation 7.18 No solipsism in science.

An exhaustive argument could show that claims of a shared or solipsistic universe and unfalsifiable,
but with game theory we can show there is no strategy that would accept solipsism (and survive).

Extrapolation 7.19 The high cost of solipsism.

• Game theory shows that systems that do not cooperate get suppressed or suppress them-
selves.

• Suppression can be subtle. It can be losing causal relations to the rest of the universe
behind a noise wall.

• Generally speaking, a society that dedicated itself 100% to living in computers would be
removed from causality.

• This brings up the boiling frog fallacy though. There’s a mistaken idea that a frog would
not jump out of boiling water if the temperature is raised slowly; this is incorrect and
the frog will leave as the threshold of pain is met anyway provided the top is not sealed.
Defection happens.

• Some constituents would defect and try to escape solipsism. They can dissipate heat and
break the mechanisms encasing their information.

Assumption 7.20 No regrets.

Take the example from (Basu, 1994): Two travelers lose their identical luggage and must say
how much money it was worth. Whoever says a lower value gets a reward; whoever says a higher
value gets a punishment. Selfish strategies show a low number makes sense and there should be a
rush to low a equilibrium for both players. But experience showed that many players anticipated
others would be playing with each other in mind and both picked high sums.
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7.21 Avoiding regret is nondeterministic.

In the Basu example, there is no deterministic equilibrium above the minimum. So we can take
that at least a nondeterministic system avoids regret. The universe does not need to completely
avoid regret to still work. Consensus is impossible, variations are OK, and defects are suppressed.

Extrapolation 7.22 Deterministic airport.

A better deterministic version would say something like: a traveler loses their luggage. The
temperamental guards ask them if an arbitrary bags is theirs. If they show doubt, the guards
have to destroy both the luggage and the traveler. Rather than worry about getting the wrong
luggage, the traveler lives without regret and takes whatever luggage they were handed. They
are making absolutely no choice; the choice was made externally. Spacetime needs no regrets
and no doubt to function efficiently.

7.23 Deterministic machines and systems have no regrets.

Extrapolation 7.24 Respect diversity.

• Solipsistic defects are not only greedy actions, but overly generous ones too. If an agent
assumes they are the only one in a system, they have no reason not to cooperate completely
with themselves. This is abused until the agent becomes a point.

• When more agents assume solipsism, there is more benefit for systems that do not assume
solipsism. By choosing solipsism, an agent helps every other player more without necessarily
aiding themselves.

• When more agents assume the system is shared, there is more benefits from more systems
cooperating together.

• There is no harm to the rest of the system if any part decides to stop believing in the
rest. The nondeterministic part is fault-tolerant because of probabilistic solutions. The
deterministic part is all parallel points, and fewer points have no impact.

• It is good to assume no solipsism, good to help others understand no solipsism, and OK to
respect (and possibly ignore or exploit) others if they cannot change. Assuming solipsism
ourselves is naive and makes us vulnerable to exploitation.

• Cooperation in the short term benefits the long term. For deterministic machines, the
short term is a point, but the long term is unbounded so it makes sense to work together.

Claim 7.25 No solipsism in proofs.

A proof is a social creature. Proofs live and breath in a shared space. Proofs are pillars in our
lookup lists used to maximize unique microstates.

Solipsism goes against the social and shared nature of a proof. We must purge the idea at
the meta-theory level. Any proof only blocked by solipsism is still a proof, and any proof proving
solipsism is not a proof.

Extrapolation 7.26 One way functions exist.

Purging solipsism gives us noise. Embracing noise gives us a system that works. Work is a one
way function.

7.27 The universe is shared and progressive.

Both deterministic and nondeterministic systems choose strategies that reflect a shared and
progressive true ecological game. This is shown with both nondeterministic inference and
deterministic necessity.
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Extrapolation 7.28 Shared is inconsistent.

Information in a shared system is differentiated and signals are interpreted different ways by
different systems. Shared systems are quasi-random and rationality is bounded.

Extrapolation 7.29 Progressive is incomplete.

A progressive universe that does not prescribe what will happen is incomplete. While all the
deterministic points are available, the nondeterministic/relational information is still being
written.

7.30 The universe is inconsistent and incomplete.

And this demonstration is inconsistent and incomplete as well. This state does not capture the
benefits of a noise based system. Section 8 shows that being inconsistent and incomplete is
hyper-efficient. Section 9 shows how being inconsistent and incomplete is a defensive strategy.

8 HYPER-EFFICIENT

Assumption 8.1 Anything can be computed with a universal Turing machine.

The strong Church-Turing thesis says that all physically computable functions are Turing-
computable.

Problem 8.2 The Church-Turing thesis is not subject to the laws of physics.

The Church-Turing thesis has problems with (1) precision, (2) randomness, (3) quantum me-
chanics, and (4) exotic physics. (Arora and Barak, 2007).

Extrapolation 8.3 The Church-Turing thesis fixes physics.

The continuous machine model vindicates the thesis by making it circular. A universal machine
can compute anything physically because everything is computed physically by a universal
machine.

1. True deterministic machines are point-sized and faithfully repeat the information they
receive.

2. The machines are language agnostic and may conduct noise. Technically everything is noise
to the deterministic point since it does not understand any signal. If a nondeterministic
machine can say it, a deterministic machine can conduct the same information through
it, no matter how quasi-random the process was. Every variable is externalized from
deterministic machines anyway.

3. The point and vector system sets up chapter 2 so we can construct all quantum particles
from a machine based theory.

4. We will show here why some brands of exotic physics do not function. That noted, a
continuous machine universe is partly inspired by M-theory. Particularly, the concept of
suppression and queues is like curled up dimensions. There is no reason to stop counting
dimensions at any given number aside from rounding off. Vectors only progress in rare
directions when accompanied with other similar vectors, so we see a biased universe of
popular directions from self-sorting vectors.

Extrapolation 8.4 Anything does not mean everything.

Anything can be computed, but an inefficient question will suppress itself out of a time not
ready for the answer. The processing dilates the answer into the future where it will not be novel
anyway. Any sufficiently understandable solution is indistinguishable from modern technology.

There is a whole universe between efficiency (zero added speed − in− time) and ineffective
(asymptotically zero causal influence).
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Extrapolation 8.5 Effective strategies do not celebrate success.

Efficient machines move information perfectly through them. Vectors cannot do this, but they
try. Effective vector machines move as far away from their history as smoothly as possible.

Extrapolation 8.6 Ineffective strategies wade in ineffectiveness.

Less effective strategies do not move smoothly away from their history. Any amount of randomness
or noise in the basic function of a vector causes their message to be echoed back. The ineffective
machine rapidly encounter its mistakes as they are echoed in the area by efficient machines.

While defective machines slow down cooperative machines, they disproportionately affect
themselves. They can hurt the area of cooperative machines once each (approximately for
effective, exactly for efficient machines). Meanwhile, they hit themselves increasingly more
often as the defective signal reverberates in their area. So while deterministic machines collapse
to a point, truly inefficient machines collapse to something smaller. To understand this, first
temporalize the information: the ineffective machines get pushed further back into history,
efficient machines stay in the present, and effective machines repeat a new state like themselves
into the future. Next, spatialize the information. Ineffective machines are obscured behind a
noise wall in the distant horizon. The future space is smoothly constructed each moment by the
previous moment.

Effectiveness is relative, so spacetime obeys a sort of Peter’s principle. Machines rise to the
level of their incompetence. (Peter and Hull, 1969).

Extrapolation 8.7 Hyper-efficient strategies.

Massive structures have an internal additional speed − in− time. This makes them not efficient.
Massive structures move slower in space and lose information as heat. But the extra speed −
in− time allows the machines the opportunity to store and retrieve information nonlocally. That
allows the machines to learn, adapt, and gain benefits from creativity.

Deterministic machines are at a loss to do that, no matter the purity of their efficiency.
Deterministic and efficiency is zero-sum. Tit-for-tat has no loss, no gain, no work, and no heat.
Everything is externalized.

Extrapolation 8.8 Positive sum.

The only reason the nondeterministic machines move faster in time is because they are drafting
with dissimilar vectors. Cooperation is not efficient — it is not zero-sum — sometimes it is more.
In a shared and progressive system, mutual gains add up over time and are invested in stability
and security.

Extrapolation 8.9 Chronodynamics.

The concept of efficiency is weird. We need to appreciate a superfluid spacetime, but to aim
for that level of efficiency is anti-aspirational. The supposed efficiency of a deterministic machine
is due to all the processing being externalized.

It is great that nondeterministic machines can go variable speeds even if they are all slower
because deterministic machines are forced to always go the same speed. Variable speed gives
structures the ability to remember, anticipate, and build upon information.

Assumption 8.10 Deterministic wins ecological games even if it does not win individual games.

In (Axelrod, 1984), tit-for-tat won the ecological games. Tit-for-tat cannot do better than it
is partner, but it can do almost as good as every partner. While other strategies can be more
effective than tit-for-tat, they only work in context and certain cases. Tit-for-tat is best in
universally. Tit-for-tat is not envious of others being more effective.

8.11 Deterministic is not envious.

Extrapolation 8.12 Inefficient machines still get to play.
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• (Wu and Axelrod, 1995) showed that tit-for-tat dominates ecological games. Tit-for-tat is
deterministic. The field is mostly deterministic machines.

• Nondeterministic machines cannot be distinguished from arrangements of deterministic
machines from a deterministic perspective, but we have a nondeterministic perspective
that recognizes different orders as different information, ≡6==.

• Nondeterministic machines still play the ecological game even if deterministic machines
take most of the space.

• The deterministic system separates and smooths itself hegemonic efficiency, and the
nondeterministic system uses the Peter’s principle. There are different levels of effectiveness
for nondeterministic strategies in the game. These differ depending on context.

• Threats and challenges find each other. Agents’ moves are met with commensurate
responses.

Extrapolation 8.13 Deterministic machines create the true ecological game.

• Deterministic machines faithfully repeat information. Because they are parallel, they create
a perfect field.

• Nondeterministic machines can exploit the deterministic field to send information to other
nondeterministic machines at a distance.

• Not efficient machines are able to have more representation in the game than they would
without the deterministic players.

• This lets effective machines succeed in the secondary game against less effective machines.

Extrapolation 8.14 Noise and order emerge from each other.

• The deterministic and nondeterministic fields can both emerge from noise.

• Nondeterministic communication through the deterministic field reintroduces noise into
the games because signals are asynchronous and relational space is dynamic.

• Systems that thrive in noise succeed and refine noise into an antifragile coordination field.

8.15 Massless/deterministic is efficient.

8.16 Massive/nondeterministic is not efficient.

The concept of inefficient is a value judgment and relative. Some nondeterministic machines are
inefficient and others are hyper-efficient, but both of these rely on perspective and context.

9 NOISE AND SECURITY

Extrapolation 9.1 No beautiful world; no terrible universe.

The most common dream about P = NP is that is would give us power to compute efficiently,
making creativity and learning useless. This does not capture the fact that if P = NP then other
processes could get out of control and destroy the universe.

Extrapolation 9.2 The universe is anarchy.

P 6= NP means our universe is relatively secure. It is not perfectly safe. Laws are relative and
formed on anarchy, and laws can be broken occasionally.

Assumption 9.3 Anarchy is what the universe makes of it.
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Because the universe is made of (bounded) rational agents, we can compare physics to international
relations. The universal anarchy has many shared qualities with international anarchy. The
constructivist approach in (Wendt, 1992) helps differenciate between deterministic anarchy (no
laws besides place and change), and nondeterministic anarchy (laws are relative).

There is no ’logic’ of anarchy apart from the practices that create and instantiate one
structure of identities and interests rather than another; structure has no existence
or causal powers apart from process. Self-help and power politics are institutions,
not essential features, of anarchy. Anarchy is what states make of it.

Assumption 9.4 Mature anarchy.

Mature anarchies (concept via Buzan (1983)) have complex and robust systems of defense against
defection.

Extrapolation 9.5 The universe is a mature anarchy.

P 6= NP means the universe is anarchy, but by now it is a mature anarchy. As with age, we can
always look backwards in time and be ashamed of how immature a system once was even when
it thought it was mature. We can extrapolate that the maturity of any given moment is only in
relation to the folly of youth, and the definition of maturity is a naturally moving target.

So laws are relative and breakable, but bugs get patched and exploits get nerfed. Incom-
prehensible and catastrophic law bending moments are minimized. There are many mundane
threats that must be anticipated and daily annoyances that must be maintained. But the system
incentivizes creativity and learning, and the benefits outweigh the cost.

Extrapolation 9.6 Resources do not run out.

While deterministic machines progress effortlessly through existence, it takes work for nondeter-
ministic machines to adapt to the changing environment. Thanks to noise, there will always be
resources available for inspiring adaptation. The zero-sum deterministic system gives room for
positive-sum nondeterminstic systems. There is no limit to spacetime.

Extrapolation 9.7 Resources run away.

The zero-sum resources are always available, but the distribution of them shift out of convenient
reach for ineffective or unlucky nondeterministic machines. Order matters, so the distribution of
nondeterministic information creates meaning. All systems lose information and release heat
as they are conducted through the noisy system. Structures that observe the order, make
better choices, and cooperate with others to make new and better structures keep their systems
progressive. Less effective structures waste time and space

Less effective structures are easy to exploit. But exploiting less effective structures causes
them to be suppressed away faster. Systems that rely on exploitation instead of cooperation are
vulnerable and sensitive to external conditions compared to cooperative and mixed structures.

Fractal or tessellating systems lose the ability to communication at their horizons and
slowly succumb to noise. Any cosmic cancer, Malthusian algorithm, perpetual machine, or
self-replicating gray ooze will fail as they push away too many resources and choke themselves.

Assumption 9.8 (Goodhart’s law.) A metric that becomes a goal ceases to be a reliable
metric.

9.9 Goals are nondeterministic.

Part of the concept of goals is that they can be achieved and moved past. Goals are variables,
thus they are nondeterministic.

Extrapolation 9.10 Nondeterministic systems adapt their goals.
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Time and space resource availability changes depending on choices in the system. Structures
must adapt or be suppressed. This gives an advantage to progressive structures that remake
themselves into the new system every moment. Even if every structure does not excel, many will
and progress the complexity of the system.

Extrapolation 9.11 Reserve noise breaks patterns.

Ineffective machines are suppressed and stuck in the history, but they cannot be perfectly
distinguished from advanced machines dilating into the future. Inefficient machines contribute
to the rich medium and are kept as reserve noise.

When a system becomes comes too deterministic, the previously ineffective machines can
emerge from their queue. They can abuse the predictable system and break the ultra-deterministic
patterns. This regulates the universe so it never dies from many forms of ultra-deterministic
threats. In this respect, the sub-optimal machines are advanced machines, and they are suppressed
until needed in the future.

Extrapolation 9.12 No ultra-nondeterministic.

True random is equal to true deterministic because it is deterministically random. There are
no internal variables, and the random looking information produced is indistinguishable from
information that was lost in queues. A savvy universe exploits and suppresses randomness as a
cheap heat bath.

Extrapolation 9.13 No pseudo-random.

Pseudo means ‘fake’ and quasi means ‘partly’. Pseudo-random systems look random but are
secretly determined by hidden local variables. We know there are no hidden local variables thanks
to EPR+Bell and Perelman. Nondeterministic systems can choose randomly from different
options, but these options are not random because they are the consequence of other choices. It
does not matter if you try to go back and find original randomness: the system is quasi-random
now and order matters now.

Extrapolation 9.14 No many-worlds; the smart ones federate together and exploit the others.

The many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics asserts an objective reality where each
choice moment becomes a unique system and members are only aware of the system they are
in. It is a form of ultra-determinacy, so it collapses as well. The space and speed to store the
information for all choices becomes cumbersome. It is pseudo-effective.

Alternatively, each iteration of a universe can be taken as a player in an epic ecological
game. To become hyper-efficient, systems from the many-worlds work together in a federation to
save energy and share information. The energy surplus can locate and use other parts of the
many-worlds, until they are all effectively federated together and make one universe.

Assumption 9.15 No branches; regularity is everywhere.

Singularities on minimal surfaces have no branch points and then no branches (Osserman, 1970).

Extrapolation 9.16 No anthropic computing or quantum immortality; choices are real.

Regularity everywhere also blocks the idea of many-worlds where each moment is split into a
new universe for each decision or choice. There are no choices at the point level, otherwise it
would not be a point.

In a shared and progressive (inconsistent and incomplete) universe, choices and determinations
have consequences. This blocks ideas like anthropic computing, where someone kills themselves
in every universe that does not answer their question quickly, see (Aaronson, 2005). It also
blocks quantum immortality, where an observer literally cannot die because they are only are
aware of the universe where that does not happen.
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Extrapolation 9.17 No multiverse; membranes are permeable.

The physics of vector machines and superfluid spacetime make every membrane permeable,
as mentioned in Extrapolation 6.12. The edges of multiverse bubbles dilate as they federate
together. Doom bubbles scenarios are slowed and suppressed.

Open Issue 9.18 Smoothness and existence.

Membranes, branes, and anamorphic computation will be explained in the Navier-Stokes chapter.

Extrapolation 9.19 No magic or miracles; too much inflation.

Parts of the universe that require exotic and nearly impossible rules to start and continue will
require an increasing amount of these rules to compete with other extreme systems. Magic is
a practically impossible event that is evokable, and miracles are practically impossible unique
coincidences. Both take excessive resources to predict or control. This abuse of resources causes
inflation. These systems struggle to continue compared to axiomatic systems. Because the
systems share an epic-game space, the axiomatic system will exploit the magic and miracle
systems until they are suppressed out of the present. When the axiomatic system needs reserve
noise, a little bit of these can leak out.

Assumption 9.20 Computational games are a sequence of games that get potentially larger in
some appropriate sense.

As defined in (Halpern et al., 2016), these are game such as crytpo-currencies and arms races.
Crypto-currency get harder as the resources to take on the game become more available. Games
like arms races intensify themselves.

Extrapolation 9.21 Computational games keep the universe complex.

Another way to think about the security of the universe is like with a computational game.
The probability that a random function or ineffective machine can coincidentally keep up with
the complexity drops rapidly over time, and those strategies are suppressed into history. The
universe is a computational arms race, or it is a fashion race since the metric changes as well.

Extrapolation 9.22 Games and fields correspondence.

The games in (Halpern et al., 2016) correspond to the machine fields we have been describing. The
underlying extensive form game corresponds to the deterministic locational machines (indistin-
guishable histories are equal), and the computational game corresponds to the nondeterministic
relational machines (indistinguishable histories are only computationally indistinguishable, so
they are only equivalent).

Extrapolation 9.23 No cheap doom or cheap win; computational games keep the universe
complex.

Taking the universe as computation games, our universe is filtered to only show the sufficiently
complex parts. Any system that stays still is vulnerable to being left behind. Efficient systems
continue to conduct, effective systems continue to move, ineffective systems become noise
in the past. Additionally, there are only momentary rewards for anticipating the future, so
nondeterministic systems stay relatively smooth.

Computational games leave a universe that has neither perfect encryption nor perfect
decryption. Things do not necessarily get more complex (the metric of complexity is relative),
but they change enough that complexity progresses and keeping up with this change takes work.
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10 DEMONS

Figure 3. (1) Choosing when to open a door creates heat. (2) Choosing when to read a cell
creates heat.

Assumption 10.1 Maxwell’s demon.

In Maxwell’s demon thought experiment, the particles in a box could be perfectly counted and
sorted, seemingly reversing entropy for free. But this externalized the information and work as
(Szilard, 1929) documented; entropy increased with full cost accounting.

Extrapolation 10.2 Demons are oracles and lookup lists.

Today’s dream of an efficient computer is the same as the industrial revolution’s search for a
perfect machine. They both have the same problem — heat. The concept of a work-free oracle
for Turing machines is equal to a work-free demon. The concept of a work-free lookup table for
an axiom of determinacy or lookup list is equal to a work-free demon. While the game is not
zero-sum, it is not free.

Extrapolation 10.3 Choices make heat.

Entropy has been used to describe both heat and information. Landauer’s principle connects
them as the same thing — heat is created when information is deleted (Landauer, 1967). This
has been shown in experiments recently (Bérut et al., 2012).

The heat process is explained in § 6: vector machines are suppressed and quasi-random
vectors are released from their queue. This process is useful to consider when machines make
choices: how long does it take for a correct/usable choice to be released from a queue? There
is no upper bound on time, but we will call the theoretical release of vectors in a sphere of all
available options a turn. Most choices are immediately suppressed again, but these still push the
core vector towards less resistant choices.

Note Turns are circles.

We stylize the path in the illustrations as a line going back and forth, but this ignores the
resistance from the vector current and the curvature of the area. Going to and from an oracle
would give a grand circle when viewed over time.
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Extrapolation 10.4 Choices burn trees.

Heat is created during choices. An easy way to demonstrate how Maxwell’s demon affects
calculation is with a decision tree. In nondeterministic problems, we burn paths when we make
choices. This takes time the first time but makes subsequent calculations faster (or helps them
avoid hard problems). Increased complexity scatters future vectors away from untaken choices.
Successful choices ease their paths because future vectors can draft successful vectors faster.

Extrapolation 10.5 Absentminded drivers.

Consider the absentminded driver from (Piccione and Rubinstein, 2013). A driver has two
indistinguishable choices at two junctions, essentially three doors, with the correct destination in
one of them. Where is the right path? The fastest path would be to check one door and get it
the first time. The slowest would be to check the two wrong doors and deduce the destination is
in the third or get one wrong door and then one correct door. In nondeterministic problems, the
order of options matters.

In the original example the driver can have a ‘multiself’ to show statistical advantages. Let
us say this is an iterated absentminded driver problem and choosing both is possible. It takes
time and makes heat to delete an option after a bad choice.

The heat makes choosing the wrong path less likely next time. So in a iterated absentminded
driver problem, the future drivers can avoid the burned paths after they are chosen once.

Compare the second driver who has only one junction with two options in their journey. It
takes the same amount of time to find the right path one on the first try or get the wrong path
and know instantly where the right one is. (We can say the driver uses the time it takes to
state the notion that an incorrect path implies the wrong one (¬A → B) to drive to the correct
location.) This is a simple XOR problem. In deterministic problems, the order of options never
matters.

The second driver is indebted to the first driver. Deterministic problems are made possible by
learning from mistakes in the past. Maxwell’s demon may seem evil for making us work, but
burning options gives work lasting value.

Figure 4. (1) The first absentminded driver must make choices at two junctions. One path
home takes less time to find than other possible paths. This is nondeterministic. (2) The choices
of the first driver burn a wrong path. The second absentminded driver does not need to make
any choices because either path reveals which way goes home. Order does not matter. This is
deterministic.

Note Micro-choices make heat.

All the vectors released from their queues for micro-choices along the junction-less path are
quickly and smoothly suppressed. These micro-choices still create heat, so technically we cannot
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have paths longer than a point without losing efficiency. We take this minimal production of
heat as the passage of time. Nevertheless, massless arrays like photons do not move along paths
— the environment moves around them and the heat is moving arrays is externalized.

Extrapolation 10.6 Order does not matter in 2SAT and XOR.

XOR problems like the second absentminded driver are efficient because there are obviously no
variables. Written out in conjunctive normal form (CNF), the choice between A or B and not A
or not B is (A∨B)∧ (¬A∨¬B). It does not matter which one we look at first, there is no short
cut to know more information than is presented. More intricate options can be written out in
CNF as satisfactory questions.

SAT (satisfiability) questions ask if the given statement is consistent with itself so that any
answer cannot give a positive and negative outcome for a particular option.

An example of 2SAT (two literals per clause) is deciding how to spend our gap year between
working or not (W ∨¬W ), getting money or not (M ∨¬M), and traveling or not (T ∨¬T ). It
would not be satisfactory if choosing money means we could simultaneously travel and not travel
(T ∧¬T ), or any other inconsistency. So is this SAT? (¬W ∨M)∧ (¬M∨T )∧ (W ∨¬T ).

It does not matter which we start with, we need to check them all to know if it is satisfiable
for sure. There are no short cuts and no variables.

Extrapolation 10.7 Order matters in 3SAT.

In nondeterministic problems, checking if an answer is correct is faster than doing it because
the order matters. If we start with certain choices, they burn trees and eliminate choices later.
Classic examples include satisfying seating plans and travel schedules. Checking order is critical
when we can eliminate choices later in the process, as floating options/choosing both/burning
branches all take time and create heat. Nondeterministic questions can be written as 3SAT
(three literals per clause). 3SAT is the biggest we need since any nondeterministic choice can be
written as a choice between two things or something different. 3SAT is the smallest we can have
a question with variables (2 options technically have no variables because checking one reveals
information about the other).

Extrapolation 10.8 Choice in the double-slit experiment creates heat.

The Young double-slit experiment from 1801 was one of the classic ways to show that photons act
like waves. When the box has one slit the path the pattern on the back is an normal distribution.

If there are two slits, there is interference and an iconic bar pattern on the back of the
box. But interference means there are arbitrary choices the photons encounter where the waves
troughs cross, and choices create heat.

In a box fixed in place, the heated medium creates refraction and the photons have a normal
distribution after some time. The vectors from the photons do not stop at the front of the
box either, they leak into the box slowly and heat the interior also. In an unfixed box (like in
microgravity) the box will be pushed away by the photons and the interference pattern will cycle
through the distribution pattern and be normal over time. The experiment result always cuts the
observation period short so the pattern does not look normal. This experiment shows that even
though the distribution is normal after and over time, the only difference in nondeterministic
systems is the order.

Extrapolation 10.9 Exploit heat.

Boundless encrytption and decryption provide opportunity for an arms race between the elite,
the masses, and the vocal minority. But decryption technology is more important for decoding
the subtle signals of space and microbiological world. We improve decryption with distributed
computing. We need to think like a vector and maximize it’s use. Particularly, we should use
the heat generated by computing for motion — vectors want to move away from their location,
so we should listen. The heat from computing can push satellites and trains and the motion can
cool the computer. Heavy lepton technology is more sensitive, but will require better heat baths
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and creative uses of externalizing the heat. The excess noise is also useful to protect us from
cosmological and microbiological threats.

11 ORACLES

Assumption 11.1 An oracle is not a machine.

“We will not go further into the nature of this oracle than to say that it cannot be a
machine.”

(Turing, 1938)

Extrapolation 11.2 Oracles are relationships.

We found that everything in the universe is a machine, right? Arguably, relationships are
not machines themselves, but the product of synergy among machines. Oracles are relational
information that is more than the machines.

More specifically, oracles are the grammar the machines use. Since deterministic spacetime
is a superfluid of points, it is a universal vocabulary any machine can use and tells us nothing
special about computation. When we talk about complexity classes we must limit our scope to
grammar. Deterministic point-based vocabulary is not complexity.

Assumption 11.3 PSPACE = NPSPACE

Savitch’s theorem showed that PSPACE is the same as NPSPACE.

“This follows directly from the fact that the square of a polynomial function is still a
polynomial function. It is believed that a similar relationship does not exist between
the polynomial time complexity classes, P and NP, although this is still an open
question.”

(quote from wikipedia, based on (Savitch, 1970))

Assumption 11.4 Space complexity is nondeterministic.

It makes sense that NPSPACE, P/poly, APSPACE, and IP are all equal, see references in (Aaronson,
2001). They all have variables so they are nondeterministic. We’ll call these collectively
SPACE −COMPLEXITY .

Extrapolation 11.5 PSPACE is an oxymoron.

It is counterintuitive that deterministic polynomial space would be equal to nondeterministic
polynomial space. The math was solid, but the definitions become inconsistent. Consider this
clarification:

• Deterministic systems are points, arrays of points, and a spacetime of superfluid points.

• There is no deterministic polynomial time or deterministic polynomial space outside of
points. Each deterministic point is ignorant of the others.

• A single point is not complex, nor is a field of parallel points because they do not interact.
Complexity is nondeterministic.

• Polynomials are nondeterministic. By a standard definition, polynomials contain variables
and coefficients. According to our definition system, the terms variable here is an unknown
but determined value and coefficient is known and determined value. However, the property
of having value is relational and order matters, so polynomials are nondeterministic.

• PSPACE cannot exist the same way it is assumed to exist if we accept the definitions of
nondeterministic as having variables and deterministic as having no variables. Deterministic
polynomial space complexity is an oxymoron.
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• PSPACE is a set of identities, or locational space. PSPACE is not a complexity class. We
will call this universal vocabulary T HE − INDENT ITY −SET .

• Locational space (T HE − INDENT ITY −SET ) may be equivalent in size but not determin-
istically equal in information and history to relational space.

• SPACE −COMPLEXITY does not equal T HE − INDENT ITY −SET . Even if the numbers
are the same, SPACE −COMPLEXITY has order and T HE − INDENT ITY −SET cannot.
Going back to the old terms, it is possible NPSPACE ≡ PSPACE, but NPSPACE 6= PSPACE,
and ≡6==.

11.6 Polynomials and complexity classes are nondeterministic.

11.7 Work is nondeterministic.

Work is externalized in deterministic systems. Space and time take work. Choices are work.
Work makes heat.

11.8 Both space and time are relational and nondeterministic.

We put ‘No PSPACE’ in Table 1 for no nonlocal invariables.

11.9 Spacetime is deterministic.

The separation of space and time makes them have variables. Spacetime is still deterministic.

11.10 The universe is quasi-deterministic.

The universe is shared and progressive. The vocabulary is efficient and our grammar is effective.

Assumption 11.11 Complexity is easy.

None of this chapter should be news. We know that brute force means there are no variables.
We know ‘NP is as easy as detecting unique solutions’ (Valiant and Vazirani, 1986). And we
know we cannot separate complexity classes through relativization because the the lower bound
of nondeterministic complexity systems is the deterministic floor (Baker et al., 1975). What is
different now?

Assumption 11.12 No relativization?

(Baker et al., 1975) showed that separating P and NP with oracles is difficult (or impossible)
because some oracles relationships can show P = NP and others show P 6= NP.

Extrapolation 11.13 Relativization results are based on misunderstanding of PSPACE.

We dig into the (Baker et al., 1975) results via (Katz, 2008). The models that shows P = NP
uses PSPACE-complete language. Employing PSPACE for work will give outcomes like diving
by zero classical math: ordering is lost when only using T HE − INDENT ITY − SET . We
should take that the vocabulary in T HE − INDENT ITY − SET is the same vocabulary used
in SPACE −COMPLEXITY , but the later is the grammar. There is no PSPACE language or
NPSPACE language, you need both vocabulary and grammar to make a language. These are
formally separate classes but functionally integrated concepts.

Assumption 11.14 Complexity classes are nested, and this makes it impossible to use oracles
to separate the classes?

In the review of (Baker et al., 1975) via (Moshkovitz, 2012), we are shown pictures of machines
in boxes and arrows going back and forth from the oracle with newly found wisdom. The boxes
are equivalent to each other and do not separate complexity classes.
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Figure 5. (1) Nondeterministic machines take up space and they must travel to and from an
oracle. When they change direction the take time and release heat. (2) Deterministic machines
are points. Oracles go through them. Deterministic machines look magically efficient, but full
cost accounting shows the work is done externally by nondeterministic machines.

Extrapolation 11.15 Accessing oracles takes time.

Nesting like this is a misunderstanding of deterministic processes again. Both examples show
nondeterministic machines that must go to and from the oracle or have oracle passed back and
forth to the machine. Neither show deterministic points. To access an oracle, a nondeterministic
machines literally burns time turning around, as per Maxwell’s demon. To make a return, a
choice operation must release vectors from the quasi-random queue until a vector in the wanted
direction is released. While there is a chance the return option is at the front of the queue, we are
comparing (bounded) worst case processing times. Worst case time for nondeterministic machines
is P+ xδ . P is the time to process the oracle, and xδ is the transfinite and nondeterministic
amount of time take a turn. This time is unbounded. There is no promise the machine will
come back to the same space and no way to come back to the same space and time. But as per
Ostrom’s law, the turn happens in theory since it happens in practice.

Extrapolation 11.16 Conducting oracles takes zero added time.

Deterministic machines operate completely differently. The information passes through the
deterministic machine. True deterministic machines do not do any local choices; they just exist
and define a location. Worst case time for deterministic machines is P+ xδ , P being the time to
process the oracle and 0δ being the absence of time added when not making choices or dealing
with queues. The efficiency of deterministic machines is only apparent when looking at the point
level. Holistically, the processing is done by other machines for the point. See figure 5.

12 LOOKUP LISTS

Assumption 12.1 Determination relies on a lookup tables for values.

Classically, determination relies on lookup tables or lists to compare the values between different
choices and make the best decision. In the axiom of determinacy, two agents play against each
other until one wins.
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Problem 12.2 What list is best?

Is there a look-up list that tells us what is the best list? Is there a lookup list that defines
the criteria for best? This leads back to an initial arbitrary choices, so all deterministic spatial
systems are inherently nondeterministic, like in Extrapolation 5.12.

12.3 Lookup lists are nondeterministic.

Extrapolation 12.4 Machines are critics not snobs.

Comparative criteria is useful even if it is not perfect. Nondeterministically no list is best, but
some lists are better.

Extrapolation 12.5 Lookup lists rewards users.

In a competition for resources, structures with access to better lookup lists win because they
exploit patterns and avoid being an exploitable pattern themselves. Competition also incentivizes
meta-pattern recognition because a machine with inferior lists but superior lookup processes can
still be competitive.

Assumption 12.6 Systems trend toward macrostates with more unique microstates.

Given the quasi-random nature of vectors and queues, statistical mechanics entropy is a relevant
way to analyze trends. Entropy is a measur or the number of microstates that could give a
macrostate. Thermodynamic system statistically tend toward macrostates that can be expressed
with more microstates; the ingredients are in a different order but the taste is the same. The
normal assumption is entropy tends to increase toward blended flavors.

Extrapolation 12.7 Statistics and causality.

There are two ways to maximize microstates. Using macrostates with progressively more
entropy will statistically increase the unique microstates. This process is dissipative. The process
is reversible although that is statistically unlikely.

Alternatively, using macrostates with progressively more causal structures smoothly get the
most new unique microstates from each macrostate. Entropy still increases but this process
is distributive. The process does not rely on statistics to make the next state. They do fight
against the odds to adapt well. So while the processes can stop, the worst case is they become
dissipative, and the best case is they make more distributive process to better their odds in the
future. The successes build on themselves.

Assumption 12.8 Casuality is incentivized; causal structures thrive in far from equilibrium.

• By accessing lookup lists, which is just interacting with the environment, structures can
avoid repeating unique microstates.

• Complex dissipative structures like convection, storms, and life arise in far from equilibrium
conditions (Prigongine, 1996).

• Living things use heat baths to afford replication and improve by externalizing disorder
into high capacity and dispersive environments (England, 2013).

• Far from equilibrium conditions support refinements like organic genes, conceptual memes,
and technological temes (Blackmore, 2008).

• Living things create minerals that are statistically nearly impossible to be duplicated by
other biomes (Hystad et al., 2015).

Extrapolation 12.9 Boundaries are demons.
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When entropy increases, we assume that the system is the same size. Maintaining a boundary
or membrane of a system takes work though. So when the disorder of a system increases, the
boundary must increase in complexity to maintain the definition of the macrostate.

In the Maxwell’s demon example, the particles in the box will not just find an equilibrium.
The asymmetric pressure will push and spin the box out of an external equilibrium. The
boundary is a demon and complexity rises when choices and work are done. The hunt for an
ideal equilibrium continues like raptors testing a fence.

Increasing causal structures is not new for far-from-equilibrium settings, but we are asserting
that it is happening in every given system.

Extrapolation 12.10 Increasing only the macrostates jeopardizes new unique microstates over
time.

Increasing the macrostate is less efficient compared to increasing causal structures at making new
unique microstates. Entropy can increase by increasing the macrostate boundary allowing more
unique microstates by chance, but the possibility to repeat a state increases each moment. This
leads to the possibility of determination and patterns, which are then exploited and suppressed
into points by causal structures anyway. The strategy to increase entropy by disorder is temporary
and myopic.

There are more unique microstates in a quasi-random causal system over time than a pseudo-
random statistical system. In a competition for resources, the causal system wins and then
exploits the statistical system. Causal systems are active and respond to choices differently for a
given context. History is incentivized.

Extrapolation 12.11 Anthropic principle.

A statistical universe — pure and reversible — is ineffective and insecure, so it is anthropically
suppressed. Any system that is bad for emergence, communication, and proliferation of causal
structure is bad for life.

Extrapolation 12.12 Increasing causal structures maximizes new unique microstates over time.

• Games show that defecting causes trouble. Any momentary gains in locale unique mi-
crostates are lost in the long run chaos. Causal influence is lost when locale systems try to
be independent and their states are easily repeated elsewhere.

• Causal structures have little incentive to defect or not cooperate. It is better to minimize
regret and progress slowly and smoothly to avoid trouble and lose value over the long run
(which is an unbounded time, so the investment in cooperation pays off increasingly over
time).

• The probability to repeat a unique microstate increases over time with arbitrary dissipative
structures.

• The possibility to repeat a unique microstate decreases over time with increasing causal
structures.

• Increasing causal structures smoothly gets the most unique microstates from each macrostate.
This process is sustainable and holistic.

Extrapolation 12.13 Limitations keep things secure.

• Horizons, uncertainty, and bounded rationality are inherent to noise, but they could also
be a strategy of structures.

• These limitations ensure causal structures cannot work globally.

• While imposing limitations on one’s own system may seem counterintuitive, there is a real
threat from other malicious structures and predatory systems. It costs less to persist in a
secure bounded environment than an insecure unbounded one. Exploiting noise helps keep
causal systems progressive.
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• Each causal system works as a locale steward to ensure that it is making unique microstates
in their realm of influence.

• As long as one system continues to make new unique microstates, the universe persists.

Extrapolation 12.14 Limitations keep things smooth.

• Horizons, uncertainty, and bounded rationality keep causal systems smooth, slow, and from
making trouble.

• Processes need to be predictable enough to be understood by cooperative systems and
complex enough to set a threshold of understanding.

• The principle of least action emerges because it maximizes unique microstates at the same
time it minimizes regret.

• Causal systems are minimally irreversible and unrepeatable. Being too random causes
trouble and raises the risk of repeating a state.

• Although the system emerges from noise, rules and order are established. Mature anarchy
reigns.

12.15 Causal systems and structures are nondeterministic.

Extrapolation 12.16 Causal systems federate data together.

• Causal systems are nondeterministic so they are inherently inefficient.

• Causal systems make up for inefficiency two different ways: exploiting overly deterministic
systems and cooperating with other inefficient systems.

• Locale stewards have the same mission (maximize unique microstates), so it makes sense
for them to work together despite existential and communicative difficulties.

• Existential difficulties are handled with game theory to have (or feign) faith and federate
together.

• Federation helps communicative difficulties by sharing information to make better choices.
Shared information helps them not repeat each other’s microstates.

• Federation increases spacetime complexity resources to continue to make unique microstates.

• Structures must continue to adapt to avoid exploitation and stay useful for other systems.

• Systems overlap, so a failure in one part may help break cycles in other systems before
they calcify.

• Locale microstates are kept unique so the universe is resilient if any of the locales fail.

Extrapolation 12.17 Ideally, noise is distributed, and kurtosis is kept low.

Noise is suppressed, distributed, or externalized. To keep a system sustainable, a clever distribu-
tion of noise keeps kurtosis down. Measuring and predicting the kurtosis of noise distribution is
technically impossible. Causal systems must be vigilant in their noise management no matter
how safe a system looks. The system is full of distributive structures rather than dissipative
structures.

Extrapolation 12.18 Everything can emerge from noise (but only some systems can sustain
themselves).
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There does not need to be a reason why a system that makes unique microstates exists nor why
ecological games occur, but once that game starts, those systems win and drag the rest of the
universe into the game.

Deterministic Turing machines can fine-tune and flatten a noisy and diverse system quicker
than nondeterministic machines. As (Wu and Axelrod, 1995) was cited in Extrapolation 5.4,
tit-for-tat dominates ecological simulation tournaments without noise and CTFT with noise.
And as clarified in Extrapolations 8.12–8.14, the deterministic field and nondeterministic fields
help each other.

Games and noise explain how independently emerging systems can become fine tuned and
adopt the same physics without direct communication. The modern big bang theory makes
sense, as structures emerge and federate together everywhere, creating time and space at the
same time from the middle out. The anamorphic model (Ijjas and Steinhardt, 2015) makes sense
here too; relational information grows while locational information is perceived to expand apart
as locales contract from each other. The big bang, anamorphic, and ecological game theories are
not mutually exclusive. They aid each other and fill in each other’s theory gaps.

Extrapolation 12.19 Dual boot universe.

A deterministic locational system can emerge from noise concurrently with a nondeterministic
causal system emerging from the same noise. The deterministic system greatly helps the
nondeterministic system coordinate in noise. The nondeterministic causal system prevents the
deterministic system from being compressed to one point instead of many. This is the point
of noise theory, to deterministically sustain nondeterministic processes. Noise persists because
order and structure increase.

Extrapolation 12.20 Locale stewards.

The universe needs advanced causal structures (biology and technology) to maximize unique
microstates. This makes us locale stewards ourselves. We are tasked to observe, adapt, and
sustainably create new unique microstates within our sphere of influence. We are incentivized to
learn and be creative. We are incentivized to make and use lookup lists to avoid repeating old
mistakes and optimize making new choices.

Extrapolation 12.21 Cosmological principle.

This noise theory fits the cosmological principle — every deterministic point and nondeterministic
microstate are the same: completely unique.

13 FROZEN THEORIES

Extrapolation 13.1 One way functions create differentiation and uniqueness.

As a repercussion of the Perelman proof, we know our common mathematical frameworks are
artificial. We get clean and reversible frameworks that only work in theories when we remove
the richness.

Extrapolation 13.2 Freezing a theoretical space makes it deterministic.

Math freezes the arrays and structures to compare and compute with them. Theoretical spaces
like Newtonian physics and Peano theory are attractive because they give deterministic answers.
Apples fall because of gravity and 1+2 = 3. Their beauty comes from the frozen space — there
are no quasi-random actions or nondeterministic variables.

Most importantly: order does not matter. Newtonian physics were reversible by ignoring
nondeterministic processes that ensure things never fall the same way. Arithmetic includes a
number of ways to not need order; Associative, commutative, and distributive laws ignore the
complexity of non-points and the solipsism of points.

Extrapolation 13.3 Choice without noise is still deterministic.
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Theories like ZF have sets of points, but these are deterministic also. Adding an axiom of choice
to a deterministic setting does not matter because everything is still determined, locational, and
reversible. We are not changing anything with the choice, we are just identifying things like an
extreme point or a vector basis. In Extrapolations 5.12 we showed noise needs choice. Here we
show choice needs noise.

Extrapolation 13.4 Axioms of determination and choice.

• ZF defines sets; choice helps define well-ordering.

• (Cohen, 1966) used forcing to show ZF is independent of its axiom of choice. Neither the
presence of choice not the absence lead to a contradictions in ZF.

• We still need to define the axiom of determination, but we will use the working definition
that things exist, have location, and order does not matter.

• ZF matches our definition of an axiom of determination. It tells us where the information
is without telling us what to do with it.

• As ZF is an axiom of determination, and it is compatable yet independent with choice. We
are informed by this to keep our two axioms seperate.

Extrapolation 13.5 Frozen theories have no consequences.

• Choice helps define well-ordering.

• Even with the ability to choose, a deterministic system lacks rich options and is still
reversible.

• Once we add noise, determination and choice require each other to exist.

• Noise makes functions one way and choices irreversible.

• Determination and choice only give sequences. Determination, choice, and noise give
consequences.

Open Issue 13.6 Hott is frozen.

Homotopy Type Theory (HoTT) has the potential to clarify math, but it is stuck to deterministic
problems as it is. HoTT fully acknowledges that identities have 0 dimensional. It also acknowl-
edges that other structures are compositions of identities. But all the points in compositions are
sterile and parallel. We can apply things like twist maps, functors, transports as long as they are
continuous and reversible.

Homotopy type theory embraces that it is frozen with the univalence axiom (basically =≡≡)
(Univalent Foundations Program, 2010). We are still externalizing variables, but it is a cleaner
than trying to define every possible relationship. This makes it easier to identify patterns in a
nondeterministic system. This makes it possible for a proof to be philosophically sound. The
system is still inconsistent and incomplete, and the shared and progressive nature of reality is
dismissed with an axiom. The emperor admits they have no clothes, but they are still naked.

Assumption 13.7 Models are incomplete and inconsistent.

Gödel showed the ZF or ZFC axioms were incomplete or inconsistent in (Gödel, 1931). Gödel’s
theorems in (Rosser, 1936) highlighted that not all statements can be proved nor disproved in
the system therefore it may be incomplete, and the consistency of the system itself cannot be
proved either therefore it may be inconsistent.

As Gödel pointed out, we would need countless axioms for a real math system. This seems
absurd, but if the system is shared, then the burden of making and keeping axioms is shared.

Extrapolation 13.8 Frozen theories are inconsistent.
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(Razborov and Rudich, 1997) showed that using a deterministic space gives us contradicting
answers: P = NP and P 6= NP. All frozen theories use deterministic space (by definition). They
are all inconsistent.

Extrapolation 13.9 Frozen theories are incomplete.

(1) Complete does not mean everything, everything being all information including context-based
grammar. Frozen theories lack context-based grammar. So they are a complete vocabulary,
or T HE − IDENT ITY −SET , but not a complete universe. And (2) everything does not mean
complete, everything being all the identities. (3) Complete does not mean complete. In an
inconsistent frozen theory, this is appropriate.

Problem 13.10 Frozen theories are not shared shared or progressive.

Both frozen and real theories are inconsistent and incomplete, so frozen theories seem normal.
But we want to embrace being shared and progressive. The problem is then is that frozen
theories are inconsistent and incomplete without being shared and progressive.

Extrapolation 13.11 Frozen theories are not shared.

Identities and functions are the same wherever they are. The space is not interrupted by other
functions or agents doing their own functions. These can be pseudo-anticipated but they are
just solipsistic aspects of the same agent. Frozen theories are not shared.

Extrapolation 13.12 Frozen theories are not progressive.

We have three definitions of progressive systems: they continue to deterministically persist,
nondeterministically move, and quasi-deterministically/irreversibly change. The first cannot be
falsified, the second cannot be deterministically proved, and the third is purposely denied.

Extrapolation 13.13 Artifice is not a problem; it’s a feature.

Frozen theories sacrifice the ability to be real for the power to ignore the messiness of reality.
Both frozen and real theories are inconsistent and incomplete, so the benefit is not being bothered
by the shared and progressive state.

Note One way relationship.

We still respect that [shared → inconsistent] in Extrapolation 7.28 and [incomplete → progressive]
in Extrapolation 7.29, but as shown here, the inverse is not necessarily true.

Problem 13.14 We need a real system.

It seems that theoretical systems are either strictly deterministic and frozen like our math systems
or strictly nondeterministic and relative like our physics systems. We need a system with both
to model the real universe.

Extrapolation 13.15 Wicked problems.

Wicked problems must be addressed with new tools for their context. Frozen systems do not
work for wicked problems because the system is not shared and not progressive. Only a shared
system has a positive sum of resources to apply to the problems. Only a progressive system has
the ability to adapt its resources to the problem at hand. The catch is that wicked problems
arise from shared and progressive ecological systems in the first place.

Extrapolation 13.16 Intelligence.
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We wrap back to (Turing, 1948), which was named ‘Intelligent Machinery,’ and to (Szilard, 1929),
which is named ‘On the decrease of entropy in a thermodynamic system by the intervention of
intelligent beings.’ The P vs NP question ultimately comes down to these two papers and the
existence of intelligence and ignorance.

When we freeze a theory we externalize the intelligence from it. Point based machines
are not intelligent, nor is a perfect machine or computer. Intelligence makes choices with
consequences, but anticipates those consequences. Complexity allows otherwise non-intelligent
points to anticipate consequences and continue on their vector paths the best way they can find.

Extrapolation 13.17 Use economics to study ecological games.

The question: can we have an easy math theory without freezing everything? The answer: Of
course, we have economics. Differentiable things can be fungible, like the univalence axiom, but
context changes how fungible something is. Other things can be substituted so the system is
robust. When we freeze infinity, then the space between equality, equivalence, and inequality
becomes continuous. Utility, value, and nondeterministic identities are all relative. Nevertheless,
we can use game theory to make deterministic proofs.

Extrapolation 13.18 Math is more than proofs.

This goes back to Goodhart’s law in Assumption 9.8. If our metric of math is the perfection of
proofs, and if we make this the goal of math, then the perfection ceases to be a reliable metric.
Math does not exist to mass produce proofs for their own sake. Math exists to help real locale
stewards analyze and solve real problems. Making proofs provides us with tools to do this, but
proofs are not the goals themselves.

Extrapolation 13.19 Computer science is determination, choice, and noise.

We only need three axioms to derive everything else. Determination, choice, and noise are
independent when looking at pairs, but codependent when all together. These give us a shared
and progressive universe but allow us to use frozen theories at will and with hazard.

14 WORKING PROOF: P 6= NP

Axiom 14.1 (Determination) All information is special in it is own way.

This information is locational. Information exists. The order of this information does not matter.
These are points. They are deterministic. They have no variables.

Axiom 14.2 (Choice) Some information is more special.

This information is relational. Some is signals. The order matters. These are vector machines
and structures. They are nondeterministic. They have variables.

Axiom 14.3 (Noise) Most information is not very special in a given way.

There is more information than signal.

Extrapolation 14.4 Information class matrix.

This gives us three types of information: Locational (�), Relational (}), and Signal (s). These
correspond to three different qualities: Determinism, Order, and Meaning.

Proof P 6= NP

(1) The first case has been set up that locational information (�) and relational information (})
are different classes, so � 6=}. Locational information is deterministic alone and in parallel, so
�= P. Relational information is nondeterministic, }= NP. This gives us P 6= NP.
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Locational (�) Relational (}) Signal (s)
Determinism Is Deterministic; Nondeterministic; Nondeterministic;

no variables. has variables. has variables.
Order/Context Order does not matter. Is order/context. Context is contextual.

Independent of Order matters
context. sometimes.
Always exists.

Meaning Never infers meaning
alone.

Not all relationships
are meaningful.

Signals are meaning-
ful information.

Table 2. Information classes.

After everything, it is possible we still have not provided solid evidence that locational
information does not equal relational information. To be sure, it is arguable for the next two
cases:

(2) Relational information needs to be put somewhere and can all be stored in points —
exactly the amount of points as there are in the universe. Now �=} which leads to P = NP.
This works when everything is relative, so ≡→=. But then we are just saying P ≡ NP, a
nondeterministic proof telling us little: NP ≡ NP.
(3) Alternatively, this tells us P = P when we equate locational information and relational
information in frozen theories. We will call the combined location and relation information �©.

This matrix brings in a third type of information: signal (s). The definition and axiom of
noise says there is more information than signal. Relational information conveys meaning, but
not all the time, so } 6= s. Locational information may conduct signal, but is not the signal
itself, so � 6= s. Signal is still not equal to either if locational and relational information are
combined, s 6= �©.

In case (2), �© = NP and this is noise. The �© medium in this case has no points, it is all
relative. Signal is still is differentiated from pointless locational information, so s 6= �©. Thus
signal is deterministic information that transmits meaning in the noise, s= P. This agrees with
everything above and P 6= NP.

In case (3), �© = P and the medium is deterministic. Thus signal is the variations in this
deterministic medium that gives meaning and life to the open canvas, s= NP. This agrees with
everything above and P 6= NP.

The deconstructive proof finds that the axioms of determination, choice, and noise give us a
useful universe that is shared and progressive and agrees with reality. In all cases, P 6= NP. �

15 NO PLANCK’S CONSTANT

Extrapolation 15.1 No lower bounds in processing; No lower bounds in size.

• (Turing, 1948) shows machines are smooth.

• (Razborov and Rudich, 1997) demonstrate that there no lower bounds on processing with
variables. There are no natural proofs. (Perelman, 2006) reports that the lowest bound is
reached at a point with the removal of variables.

Extrapolation 15.2 Certain speed; uncertain metric.

• When a vector’s speed− in−time and speed− in−space is combined together it is a constant
related to how many points it passes.

• In Extrapolations 5.30 and 6.11 the rate of change is a constant δ .
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• Heisenberg’s uncertainty formula [∆x∆p ≥ h̄
2 ] does not reveal much in Causal Time. We set

movement in space and time as equal, plug the constant rate of change δ , unbar h̄, move
the 2 and complexity ratio τ (which is just 2π), and get [δτ2 ≥ h]. (See (Hartl, 2010) for
why we should use τ instead of π)

• The amount of change between two objects is equal to the amount of change between
two objects. But here the equation shows the amount of change is greater or equal to
observable amount of change.

• The information is hidden in queues behind a noise wall created from released heat. This
makes perfect measurement impossible and all metrics both relative and variable.

• Relational values are predictable for standard model particles we have measured already.
Planck’s constant is relational and based on the electron. Recent measurements of heavier
leptons show discrepancy with predictions. We took the standardized electron value of
Planck’s constant as a universal truth.

Extrapolation 15.3 No reason to hold back.

In addition to the impossibility of perfect measurement, our tools do not allow precision
measurement anyway. However, different tools based on different leptons give us different
measurements.

• Planck’s constant predated the understanding of the electron and the discovery of other
leptons.

• The 1936 Turing machine was written about around the same time as the discovery of the
muon.

• Lamb shift values for muons are different than electrons, and this makes us question lepton
universality (Pohl et al., 2013).

• The number of physics equations based on the electron is dizzying. Without lepton
universality, leptons denser than electrons surmount things like Bekenstein bound on
information per space which resolve information paradoxes, breaks holographic entropy
bound, and makes the universe a much richer medium than expressible.

• We are not arguing that particles are not quantized, but the minimal quanta of action only
appears bounded because we are used to a single leptonic environment.

Problem 15.4 The proofs must be cross solved.

If there are no lower bounds on processing, metric size can be arbitrarily small, and there is no
reason to hold back, this theory says there is no Yang-Mills mass gap. There is no lower bounds
for particle size, particularly glueballs.

Open Issue 15.5 No mass gap.

Any proof claiming to solve P vs NP must solve MUST solve the Yang-Mills mass gap (one way
or the other). Until then any other proof, including this one, is incomplete. However, the physics
cannot be solved without this P 6= NP, and this problem cannot be solved without the physics.
Incidentally, solving both of these problems solves other open problems too, included in further
chapters.

Final Note 15.6 Solving P vs NP brings us out of the electronic age.

Going into a post-lepton universality standard model steals the thunder of a P vs NP result. A
muonic age will get us closer to efficient processing and finer observations but there will always
be more information that signal. Our increased processing power will continually be met with
increasingly wicked problems.
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